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Abstract. A strategic negotiation methodology for managing complex water-related
conicts is presented in order to consider the decision makers' attitudes. The developed
approach systematically exploits the Graph Model for Conict Resolution (GMCR) as
an analytical and practical technique, and helps decision makers �nd the most bene�cial
outcomes for negotiating their disputes, assuming the competing needs, wants, and
attitudes of decision makers. A real case study of a water-related dispute in Iran is used
to demonstrate the implementation of the developed methodology and to emphasize the
signi�cance of decision makers' attitudes in identifying feasible negotiation outcomes for
resolving complex disputes. In fact, the developed attitude-oriented methodology proposes
an innovative engineering approach to help stakeholders address a wide range of conicts,
especially in complex water disputes in developing countries where human factors such
as attitude play a signi�cant role. The research can also help decision makers with the
shortcomings of conventional decision making systems, such as original GMCR, through
incorporating attitudes into conict resolution tools in order to better clarify needs and
interests, obtain equilibrium results, and generate more equitable solutions.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Water quality has become an increasing concern
throughout the globe, particularly in developing coun-
tries. Due to many reasons such as the lack of a sus-
tainable approach to water management and scarcity
of water resources, the quality of water resources
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has been signi�cantly degraded. One key factor is
human society. Human activities on all spatial scales
impact both the quality and quantity of water [1].
Moreover, changes in land use due to human activities
have negatively inuenced climate and environment as
well as the quantity and quality of water resources.
The hydrogeological and biophysical environments are
directly a�ected by land use changes and other socioe-
conomic activities that are mainly controlled by human
initiatives [2].

Pollution of water resources has been the cause of
many conicts among countries and/or among commu-
nities within a country. This phenomenon is especially
intensi�ed in arid regions where many stakeholders,
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who often have conicting objectives, interact based
on their di�erent needs and priorities. As an example,
dam construction in arid and/or semi-arid countries
often includes parties who are in support of building
dams and other stakeholders who are opposed to it.
In this regard, many experts with the natural sources
background believe that major water transmission
projects or dam building destruct the environment. On
the other hand, many government authorities think
that such projects bring tangible bene�ts for people
within the community as well as for the whole nation.
Therefore, water-related disputes are inherently com-
plex and very hard to provide sustainable solution.
Hence, exible conict resolution methodologies are
needed in order to provide decision support in resolving
them (see, for example [3{7]).

This paper strives to develop an innovative
methodology for negotiating and resolving complex
disputes in water and environmental projects. Because
the environmental disputes are inherently complex with
several decision makers DMs having di�erent knowl-
edge, goals, and experience backgrounds, the proposed
approach incorporates human factors, such as the DMs'
emotions, attitudes, fears, and anger, into the method-
ology. As an outcome, the challenges of traditional
conict management approaches with no human factor
involvement may be overcome. The procedure will be
systems-based and logically consistent. To this end,
this paper is organized as follows. Conict resolution
approaches are briey reviewed in the next section,
followed by Section 3 that presents the Graph Model for
Conict Resolution (GMCR), a convenient approach
for dealing with complex disputes enabling DMs to �nd

sensible solutions. Section 4 presents a real case study
and the proposed attitude-based GMCR is examined
step by step for the suggested case study. Finally, some
concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Conict resolution approaches

There exist several approaches to dealing with the
aforementioned conict with multiple parties. The tra-
ditional method of resolving environmental and water-
related disputes is litigation. It can be observed that
the dispute and the resolving approach are both so-
phisticated and very time and cost consuming [8]. The
tremendous time and money spent by the disputants
involved in litigation have encouraged the use of other
dispute resolution methods, called Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) tactics [9]. The ADR tactics aim at
resolving disputes with the least possible hindrance by
parties from outside. A continuum of ADR presented
by Richter [10] is displayed in Figure 1. Among the
ADR tactics shown, negotiation tactic bene�ts from
three main characteristics:

1. The least cost for the involved parties;

2. The least degree of hostility among involved parties;

3. Furnishing the parties involved with the highest
control over the outcome of the disputes under
consideration [10].

Therefore, negotiation provides the DMs, who want to
make their own choices in a conict situation, with
the best alternative. As such, this paper places great
emphasis on negotiation as the most preferred approach

Figure 1. Dispute resolution continuum (based on Richter [10]).
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in resolving complex water-related disputes in which
human factors such as attitude play a vital role. To this
end, GMCR, as a means of systematically implement-
ing a negotiation methodology at the strategic level, is
introduced in the next section.

3. Introducing Graph Model for Conict
Resolution (GMCR)

Water and environmental disputes, such as water
quality disputes, have been the subject of numerous
research e�orts. The main objective of these research
e�orts is to propose suitable techniques for resolving
complex environmental disputes. As such, several
formal modeling techniques and methodologies have
been developed and examined in order to study and
understand conicts that have two or more DMs so that
each DM can have multiple and di�erent objectives,
needs, and interests (see, for instance [11,12]. The
GMCR [5] is particularly a methodology for modeling
and analyzing the moves and countermoves of DMs in
a conict. The result is then to �nd stable situations
for all DMs, which represent feasible resolutions to the
conict. If resolving a conict takes place over rounds
in a negotiation, GMCR can provide DMs, as nego-
tiators, with feasible outcomes for each round of the
negotiation. Therefore, DMs have a straightforward
strategy to continue the rounds of their negotiation in
order to eventually reach a sustainable resolution. As
Kilgour [13] points out, a negotiator without a strategy
has no direction to go in the negotiation path.

GMCR originates in conict analysis an expan-
sion of metagame theory [14,15]. The graph model is
based on graph theory, set theory, and game theory,
and uses their underlying concepts and de�nitions.
Each DM's possible moves or countermoves from one
state to other states are captured using a directed
graph in which nodes represent states and arcs indicate
state transitions controlled by the DM [15,16]. A state
is de�ned as a potential resolution to the conict.

3.1. Overview
Application of GMCR consists of two phases of model-
ing and analyzing that are systematically implemented,
as shown in Figure 2. In the modeling phase, the
conict is structured by determining the DMs and
obtaining the states for each DM, the possible state
transitions controlled by the DMs, and each DM's
relative preferences with respect to the states [5].
Regarding the analysis phase, the stability of each
state from each DM's perspective is examined and
the appropriate states are determined. This phase is
aimed at determining stable states across all DMs that
represent potential resolutions of the conict [5]. The
essential parts of a graph model include the DMs and
the options available to each DM as well as each DM's

relative preferences. In general, a DM may exercise
any combination of the options they control to create
a strategy. When every DM has selected a strategy, a
state is created [17].

One key feature of GMCR is to assist DMs
to �nd the right direction in the decision making
process. Kilgour [13] describes that GMCR provides
an understanding of and insight into strategic decisions
made by DMs, and therefore, DMs can bene�t from
the strategic advice provided by GMCR. The most
bene�cial decisions will be made at the strategic level
and GMCR provides a reliable platform for the DMs
to make such key decisions during negotiation process.
Certainly, once the right path or strategy of decision
making is selected, bene�cial decision making tactics
are better determined.

3.2. Stability analysis
The purpose of stability analysis is to determine the
stability of states for DMs using di�erent solution con-
cepts, also called stability de�nitions (listed in Table 1).
Nash stability [18,19] presents a situation where a DM
thinks of only one step ahead. General metarationality
(GMR) [14] and sequential stability (SEQ) [15] present
a situation in which the DM considers exactly two
steps forward, whereas in symmetric metarationality
(SMR) [14], the DM takes into account three steps
forward by assessing available escapes from any sanc-

Figure 2. Systematic procedure for applying GMCR [17].
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Table 1. Solution concepts used in GMCR [15,7].

Stability
type

Description
Characteristics

Foresight
Knowledge

of
preference

Strategic
risk

Disimprovement

Nash (R)
Focal DM (decision maker) has

no unilateral improvements.
Low Own Ignores risk Never

General
metarationality

(GMR)

Focal DM's unilateral improvements

are all sanctioned by the subsequent

unilateral moves of other DMs.

Medium Own Avoids risk;
conservative

By
opponents

Symmetric
metarationality

(SMR)

Focal DM's unilateral improvements

are sanctioned, even after its

responses.

Medium Own Avoids risk;
conservative

By
opponents

Sequential
(SEQ)

Focal DM's unilateral improvements

are all sanctioned by the subsequent

unilateral improvements of other DMs.

Medium All
Takes some

risks;
strategies

Never

Limited-move
(Lh)

Focal DM prefers not to move, based

on the assumption that all DMs act

optimally over up to h state transitions.

Variable All Accepts risk;
strategies

Strategic

Non-myopic
(NM)

Limiting case of limited move stability

as maximum number of state transitions

(h) increases to in�nity.

High All Accepts risk;
strategies

Strategic

tions that may be imposed by the opponents or other
DMs. A disimprovement refers to a DM's movement
to a less preferred state in order to reach a more
preferred state eventually, or to block the unilateral
improvements of other DMs [11,12]. With respect to
both Nash and sequential stabilities, disimprovements
are never permitted, meaning that a DM cannot take
one step backward, while in general and symmetric
metarationality, disimprovements by the opponents for
the purpose of sanctioning are allowed along with
improvement to equally preferred states. Because one
or more of the aforementioned solution concepts may
be suitable for di�erent DMs, the states that are stable
under many solution concepts are considered to have
strong stability [20,21]. Furthermore, the states that
are stable under one solution concept are considered
as the ones with relatively weak stability. Therefore,
it is important to consider more than one kind of
solution concept for each DM in order to ensure a
robust prediction for the conict resolution. Further

discussion can be found in [5] and papers in the book
edited by Hipel [11] and Hipel [12].

3.3. How to present attitude in GMCR
Although GMCR is a great approach to resolving
complex disputes, it can be further improved by in-
corporating human factors in its methodology. There-
fore, attitudes of DMs, as a key human factor, are
introduced within the paradigm of GMCR. Analysts,
who are using attitude-based GMCR, bene�t from this
incorporation because the resulting outcomes are more
realistic. In other words, the outcomes show how
changes in the negotiators' attitudes inuence changes
in negotiation outcomes.

Attitudes of DMs are formally de�ned by Inohara
et al. [22] and represented in a matrix format. Table 2
presents the attitudes between two DMs i and j by
\e", in which the table cells can take a value of \+",
\0", or \ ", indicating a positive, neutral, or negative
attitude, respectively. For instance, Table 2 represents
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Table 2. Attitudes presentation in GMCR [21].

Decision maker i j

i eii = + eij = 0
j eji = 0 ejj = +

a situation between the DMs i and j in which they have
positive attitudes (+) towards themselves, because
eii = + and ejj = +, and have neutral attitudes
towards one another because eij = 0 and eji = 0 [7]. It
is assumed in this research that each DM logically has
a positive attitude towards itself.

4. A real-life case study

Some years ago, a complex dispute took place among
two major DMs in Iran, a country located in an arid
and somehow semiarid region with a growing need of

water for di�erent purposes. In order to address these
challenges, Iran has started to build dams to make
arti�cial reservoirs to keep water for various purposes
such as drinking, agriculture, and producing electricity
(hydropower). Iran has tried to expand its renewable
energy projects and to this end, a fundamental plan is
developed for hydropower projects in the three main
basins: Karun, Karkheh, and Dez [23]. Although these
huge projects are of increasing demands, they may
have negative impacts on the surrounding environment.
There are sometimes opposition groups who ask gov-
ernmental authorities to better respect environmental
considerations.

4.1. Dispute background
The dispute between the two DMs was about water
pollution of the Seymareh Dam reservior, located in the
Karkheh River Basin as displayed in Figure 3. The dam

Figure 3. Seymareh Dam located in Karkheh Basin in Iran (IWPCO [24]).
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is located in the south west of Iran and is constructed
in the Seymareh River, which is created from joining of
the Ghareh Soo and Gamasyab Rivers. The Seymareh
Dam also consists in a huge hydropower plant and has
three main purposes:

a) Producing 684 GWH of energy annually;

b) Controlling and adjusting river surface ows;

c) Providing ood control facilities for the region
downstream of the dam [24].

It should be mentioned that Seymareh Dam and
Karkheh Dam are under operation and the rest of dams
shown in Figure 3 are under study.

This dam and its reservoir cover a huge surface
area of 66 km2 and contain around 3000 million
cubic meters of water, so the project is a�ecting a
considerable area of the neighboring lands that are now
under the water after the dam water impoundment [24].

As shown in Figure 3, the Seymareh River passes
through many residential, agricultural, and industrial
areas and communities living along the two branches
of the main Seymareh River, namely Kashkan River
and Seymareh River, and as such, due to the lack
of su�cient water and wastewater treatment facilities,
many wastes are poured to the river. When entering
the Seymareh Dam reservoir, the water is heavily
polluted due to the wastewater discharged into the river
from industrial, agricultural, and residential activities.
Such intensi�ed water pollution in the dam reservoir
has created many problems for the dam owner who
spent a large amount of time and costs to solve them.
The dam owner believes that other stakeholders should
be blamed for this conict and inquires why he should
pay for mistakes that the others are in charge for. The
owner claims that the tasks of preventing, treating, and
at least mitigating the water pollution are not being
accomplished in upstream. On the other hand, no one
in the upstream communities accepts the blame and
everyone wants to blame others. \Who is to be blamed
for water pollution" is the subject of the longstanding
conict. If the dam owner and upstream local commu-
nities are considered as the stakeholders in this case
study, lack of suitable and su�cient communication
and cooperation among them has become one of the
main sources of conict and even the conict expansion.

4.2. Who are involved in the conict
This case study is a real-life conict that has been
undergone for a long time and for the purpose of
analyzing and studying this important case, the iden-
tities of the main stakeholders are kept con�dential
and anonymous. Therefore, \CO1" denotes the dam
owner who has designed, constructed, and operated
the project. On the other hand, because the whole
aforementioned communities are located and living in

the upstream province, \CO2" denotes the province
mainly blamed for the pollution of the Seymareh River.
It should be clari�ed that studying and analyzing as
well as the resulting outcomes of this complex case are
of personal opinion of the authors of this paper and
they have nothing to do with any obligations of the
stakeholders in order to hold them responsible for or
exempt them from the results. The authors believe that
it is bene�cial to study the real-life conict cases using
GMCR and show its capabilities and abilities in solving
complex disputes, particularly environmental disputes.
The consequences of such studies are to better realize
the nature of conict and to provide strategic insights
for resolving them.

In order to get familiar with the conict growth
and evolvement, a brief background is explained here.
CO1 strongly believes that CO2 has caused the conict
and CO2, on the other hand, thinks that CO1 is
wrong and the reservoir had already been polluted
and the amount of pollution created upstream does
not have much e�ect. It is obvious that the CO2's
needs and wants are di�erent from those of CO1 and
it interprets the dispute in a di�erent manner. CO2
believes that other adjacent provinces pollute the river
as well and thus, it is the wrong target for blame by
CO1. In addition, CO2 protests that why CO1 did not
completely remove harmful materials and hazardous
objects from the dam reservoir prior to the beginning
of water impoundment. This neglect has been the main
source of water pollution in CO2's opinion.

CO1 believes that other provinces have little e�ect
on pollution and claims that CO2 shifts the blame,
because major sources of pollution are produced within
CO2's borders and nothing has been done by CO2 to
prevent or at least mitigate the sources of pollution
within its borders. As it can be observed, this dispute
is very complicated and therefore, we intend to apply
GMCR in two main phases. First, the disputes are
going to be modeled and then, they will be analyzed in
systematic steps, as shown in Figure 2, and explained
one by one in the following.

Step 1: DMs and their options are determined.
After determining DMs and exploring their disputes,
the DMs' options are discussed as the �rst step of the
modeling stage. Based on various investigations, it
can be stated that CO1 can choose one among three
options:

1. Taking the case to court and following up the
litigation process;

2. Sharing partial costs associated with the water
treatment of the basin; or

3. Starting the remediation process of the reservoir
itself.
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Certainly, every choice has its own pros and cons.
The �rst choice (litigation) may result in a winning
outcome but is very lengthy and has the risk of a useless
waiting time having a very high cost. The second choice
may be costlier, yet may improve the water quality
sooner through positive cooperation. The third choice
of CO1 is capable to improve the quality of water in
the reservoir but may not be easy to exactly obtain the
amount to pay.

With respect to the second DM (CO2), two
choices can be made:

1. Remaining at the status quo and doing nothing to
make the conict either better or worse; or

2. Receiving partial �nancial support in order to pre-
vent wastewater pouring into the Seymareh River.

Here is how the two choices of CO2 can be justi�ed.
CO2 perceives that the dam and its hydropower plant
are not built within the territory of its province and
hence, no tangible bene�ts, such as job creation,
irrigation, and ood control, are achieved by the
communities. Moreover, the neighboring provinces are
bene�ting from the dam and its reservoir, whereas
CO2 only su�ers from drawbacks such as changes to
its ecosystem. Therefore, creating incentives to CO2
to mitigate the pollution is not easy. Regarding the
second choice of CO2, if �nancial support is provided,
then CO2 is encouraged to build treatment facilities on
its borders and start treating the polluted water. The
DMs' choices are shown in Table 3.

Step 2: Determining feasible states. A state is
de�ned as a condition (status) of a conict. It is created
by the combination of DMs' choices. In this case study,
for example, state 1 (Table 3) is made by a combination
of \Y" (stands for Yes, indicating the choice is taken by
DM) and \N" (stands for No, indicating the choice is
not taken by DM) of the DMs' choices. In other words,
CO1 does take the case to court (litigation), does not

share the costs, and does not make the treatment of
reservoir and CO2 does continue polluting the river
and does not receive partial �nancial support for water
treatment.

DMs can either reject or accept each of the options
in the conict. Since there are totally �ve choices, as
shown in Table 3, the number of states equals 32 (i.e.,
2^5). Among the 32 states, 16 are infeasible states and
therefore, the total number of feasible states equals 16.
Table 3 displays the feasible states in this case study.
Infeasible states are the states that cannot logically
take place and are mutually exclusive for DMs. For
example, it is not logically possible that all DMs do
not select any option; thus, a state with all \N" in
a column in Table 3 is an infeasible state and it is
removed. Infeasible states and the methodology of
removing them are presented in a book by Fraser and
Hipel [15].

Step 3: Integration of graph model representa-
tion and state ranking of DMs. After determining
the feasible states in Table 3, the graph model of the
states for DMs is developed, as shown in Figure 4(a)
and (b) for CO1 and CO2, respectively. States are
shown by circles and moves between states are modeled
by arcs. As shown in Figure 4, each DM has the choice
of reversible transit among all their own states based
on the moves of the opponent DM. In other words,
selection of the states by a DM is a dynamic action
based on the current condition of the conict, new
decision, and changes of perceptions. For example, one
possible move for CO1 is among states 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
11 provided that the options of CO2 remain unchanged
(i.e., \N" and \Y" for its two choices, shown in the
middle section in Table 3). The same graph model is
developed for CO2' moves and shown in Figure 4(b).

The ordinal states ranking of DMs is displayed in
Figure 4(c). States ranking basically represents how
DMs prefer one state to other feasible states in an

Table 3. DMs, their options, and feasible states.

DMs Options 16 feasible states
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

CO1
1) Litigation Ya Nb N Y N Y N N Y N N Y N N Y N
2) Share costs N Y N N Y N Y N N Y N N Y N N Y
3) Reservoir treatment N Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y N

CO2 4) Continue Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N
5) Partial support N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N

Graph model (Figure 4) Figure 4(a):
Left diagram

Figure 4(a):
Middle diagram

Figure 4(a):
Right diagram

aY: Yes; bN: No.
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ordinal manner in a conict. For each DM, it is sorted
from the most preferred states on the left to the least
preferred states on the right. With respect to CO1,
for example, the most preferred or desired state of this
particular conict is state 15, which means that when
partial support is provided, CO2 receives �nancial
support and immediately begins the treatment of the
Seymareh River entering the dam reservoir. On the
other hand, state 2 is the least preferred or desired
state for CO1, which means that CO1 does nothing or
takes no action even though the case is not taken to
court and some costs are accepted by CO1. In order
to better interpret CO1's state ranking, CO1 prefers
CO2 to be motivated to stop polluting the Seymareh
River and plan to provide some facilities for treating
wastewaters produced by communities along the river
before pouring to the river. To this extent, CO1 as
the owner of the dam and power plant under operation
is aware of the lengthy process of taking the case to
court and accordingly, it would choose the states with
litigation at the end of states ranking.

Similar explanation is provided for CO2, whose
most preferred condition of the conict is state 13. It
means CO2 really prefers that while it has taken no
action, CO1 does not take the case to the court, and
it shares costs with other organizations to come up

with solutions to stop polluting the river. Meanwhile,
CO2's least preferred situation of the conict is state
12, in which CO2 is forced to remediate the wastewater
while CO1 accuses CO2 in the court and it starts
remediating the reservoir water pollution. In other
words, CO2 basically feels that litigation is not a good
choice neither for itself nor for CO1 and as such, it
hesitates to pick up those choices.

Step 4: Developing reachable lists. In general, a
DM can change its position from one state to another.
If there are many states, then the DM has a list of
options to move to (in one step) from one speci�c
starting state to other feasible states. Such a list
is called the reachable list, which is mathematically
de�ned as follows [5,25]: for i 2 N and s 2 S, DMi's
reachable list from state s is the set ft 2 Sj(s; t) 2 Aig,
denoted by Ri(s)S, where \Ai" is the total number of
states. For the case study in this research, Table 4
shows the reachable list for each DM. The reachable
lists of the DMs are used to determine each DM's
unilateral improvement states when their attitudes are
incorporated into their decision. As such, each DM
has two choices: either to move to another state or to
remain in the current state.

Figure 4. Graph model and state ranking integrated for DMs.
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Table 4. DMs' reachable lists.

State R(CO1)-state R(CO2)-state

1 2,3,4,5 6,12

2 1,3,4,5 7,13

3 1,2,4,5 8,14

4 1,2,3,5 9,15

5 1,2,3,4 10

6 7,8,9,10,11 1,12

7 6,8,9,10,11 2,13

8 6,7,9,10,11 3,14

9 6,7,8,10,11 4,15

10 6,7,8,9,11 5

11 6,7,8,9,10 16

12 13,14,15,16 1,6

13 12,14,15,16 2,7

14 12,13,15,16 3,8

15 12,13,14,16 4,9

16 12,13,14,15 11

Step 5: Performing attitude-based stability
analysis. Stability analysis is a key process in the
analysis stage of GMCR and it is de�ned as systematic
study of potential moves and countermoves made by
DMs who negotiate for more preferred positions during
a conict evolution. They attempt to reach the most
likely resolution to the conict that is more preferred
for them [6]. The solution concepts, listed and de�ned
in Table 1, are used to conduct the stability analysis.
In order to further expand the conventional stability
analysis introduced by Fraser and Hipel [15], attitudes
of DMs are incorporated into the procedure of the
stability analysis and as such, attitude-based stability
analysis is de�ned. In other words, the moves and
countermoves of DMs in a conict are inuenced by
attitudes of DMs and accordingly, the outcome of the
conict may change. More information in this regard
can be found in [7].

The DMs' reachable list, developed and listed
in Table 4, is used to perform the stability analysis
when the attitudes of the DMs are incorporated. The
following three solution concepts are used in this
paper [15].

1. Nash: In this situation, a DM does not have any
Unilateral Improvement (UI) to make from the
state. In other words, the last selected strategy
is the best that can be selected given the strategy
selection of the other DMs. A UI is a state to
which a particular DM can unilaterally move if the
strategy is changed, assuming that the other DM's
strategy remains the same. The Nash (rational)

state is considered as a stable outcome denoted by
\Nash" [15];

2. Unstable: With respect to this solution concept,
each DM has at least one UI from which the other
DMs cannot take any credible actions that result in
a less preferred state for the given DM. An unstable
outcome is denoted by \U" [15];

3. Sequentially sanctioned: Regarding this situation,
for all UIs available to one DM, credible actions
can be considered and taken by the other DMs
in a way that a less preferred state than the one
from which the DM is improving will result from
them. A credible action is de�ned as an action
that results in a more preferred state for the given
DM taking the action. The possibility that a worse
state could result from changing strategy by a DM
deters them from unilaterally attempting a position
improvement and induces a stability type labeled as
\SEQ" [15].

In order to conduct and accomplish the stability
analysis in this case study and demonstrate how the
DMs' attitudes inuence the conict and change the
outcomes, three attitude scenarios are presented below.
It is assumed that each DM has positive attitude
towards itself in every scenario, which is a logical
assumption.

Scenario 1: DMs possess neutral attitudes to-
wards each other. Scenario 1 presents a situation
in which the DMs have positive attitudes towards
themselves and neutral attitudes towards each other.
Figure 5 shows a tableau that represents the analysis
process and includes three parts: the top part presents
the stability analysis of the states for CO1; the middle
section gives the stability analysis of the states for CO2;
and the bottom part provides the equilibrium results.
As shown in the tableau, the DM section consists
of three rows: the list of state ranking (preferences)
for the DM, possible moves from each state to any
other for the DM, and �nally, the row pertaining to
stability types. The tableau represents a framework
that can assist analysts who want to study the moves
and countermoves by the DMs involved in a systematic
manner. There are some arrows heading down from
the state ranking. These arrows indicate the possible
moves that can put a DM in a preferred decision
state [7]. The arrow from state 8 for CO1, for example,
indicates that CO1 can move to states 7 and 6, which
are preferred to state 8 (according to CO1's ranking).
Although CO1 can move from state 8 to state 6, 7,
9, 10, or 11 (as shown in row 8 of Table 4), only
states 6 and 7 are preferred to state 8, while states
9, 10, and 11 are ranked lower. Therefore, only states
7 and 6 appear under state 8 in Figure 5, which is
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Figure 5. Stability analysis tableau with rational attitudes of DMs towards each other.

consistent with CO1's positive attitude towards itself.
In a similar manner, Figure 5 presents the moves from
di�erent decision states in the state ranking to other
states, which are consistent with the attitudes of the
DMs in Scenario 1.

Upon determining the possible moves of every
DM, the type of stability for each state and each DM
is determined using Figure 5. The Nash stability (�rst
type in Table 1), for instance, is reviewed. The analysis
begins with the state ranking (�rst row for CO1) and
examining the states which do not have arrows (i.e.,
cannot be improved). States 15, 7, 5, and 12 for CO1
and states 13, 3, 6, 16, 15, and 10 for CO2 are Nash
stable ones, and they are marked with \RNash" (i.e.,
attitude-based Nash stability) as shown in Figure 5.
Likewise, other types of stability are obtained and
marked in the third row for each DM (DM's stability
row in Figure 5). The stability of state 8 for CO1, for
example, is studied. In order to move from state 8, CO1
has two choices: states 7 and 6. If CO1 wants to move
from state 8 to state 7, the examination of CO2's moves
reveals that CO2 can respond by moving from 7 to 13
or to 2. However, in CO1's state ranking, both 2 and
13 are not preferred to 8; thus, CO1 is deterred from
improving from 8 to 7. However, if CO1 wants to move
from 8 to 6, CO2 cannot reply, because state 6 is Nash
stable for CO2; thus, CO1 has the option to unilaterally
move to 6. Therefore, state 8 is unstable and a \U"
is marked underneath 8 in the stability analysis row
for DM1. As shown in Figure 5, there are states that
have no types of stability, which are called unstable
states. Therefore, it is possible for the DMs to move
from these unstable states to preferred states that are
more bene�cial.

Examination of the stability of state 8 for CO2
indicates that it can move to 3 or 14. Moving from 8
to 3 by CO2 will face the countermove of CO1 from 3
to 5, 4, or 1, which are all not preferred to 8 for CO2.
Similarly, if CO2 wants to move from 8 to 14, then
CO1 can make a countermove from 14 to 12, which
is not preferred to 8 for CO2. Therefore, CO2 would
not prefer to move from state 8 and this state is called
sequentially sanctioned for CO2 and \RSEQ" is written
below 8 in CO2's stability analysis.

All stability types for every DM and state are
examined and each stability type is marked below each
state. Equilibrium or �nal results are assessed and
indicated at the bottom part of Figure 5 after the
completion of the process. For example, states 6, 7,
and 15 are indicated by \E," which means that these
states are stable for both DMs due to some types of
stability they show for all DMs involved. In terms
of interpretation of the states, state 7, for example,
means that CO1 does not proceed with litigation,
shares costs with other stakeholders to remediate the
river in the upstream, and provides treatment for the
dam reservoir, while CO2 does not continue polluting
the river in upstream and receives �nancial supports
to carry out actions for cleaning the river (Table 3).
As de�ned by Fraser and Hipel [15], if a state proves to
have some types of stability for all DMs after examining
the moves and countermoves by all DMs, this state is
named and represented as an equilibrium state, which
constitutes a possible resolution to a dispute. Based
on the de�nition of equilibrium state, the remaining
states are named and considered as unstable states
for at least one of the DMs and, thus, they cannot
be considered as possible resolutions to the conict.
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The �nal resulting outcome of Scenario 1 indicates that
the decision states 6, 7, and 15 are equilibrium states,
or possible strategic resolutions, based on the DMs'
neutral (rational) attitudes towards each other. The
second scenario considers another possible attitude of
DMs, as discussed below.

Scenario 2: DMs possess negative attitudes
towards each other. It was examined in the �rst
scenario that the DMs possessed neutral attitudes
towards each other. In the second scenario, a situation
is assumed in which the DMs change their attitudes
to negative attitudes towards each other while their
attitudes towards their own remains positive. The
process of stability analysis is described below and
shown in Figure 6.

Underneath the DMs' state ranking, the bene�-
cially preferred moves are listed in Figure 6. Among
these moves, some are crossed out by an \X" (Figure 6),
meaning that they are not bene�cial moves according
to the DMs' attitudes presented in this scenario and
omitted. The stability of state 9 for CO2, for instance,
is investigated. CO2 wants to move only to the states
that:

1. Will not bene�t the opponent;

2. Will bene�t itself at the same time.

This is because CO2 has a negative attitude towards
CO1. If the ordering of the states for CO2 in Figure 6
is considered, it can be observed that although CO2
bene�ts from changing the position from state 9 to
state 15, CO1 also bene�ts from this move (15 is

preferred to 9 for CO1). However, this move is in
contradiction to the negative attitude of CO2 towards
CO1; as such, this possible move is not made by CO2
and is consequently crossed out by an \X". Taking
into account the second move for CO2 from state 9,
when CO2 moves from state 9 to state 4 in order to
bene�t itself (i.e., CO2 has a positive attitude towards
itself), this move can lower the CO1's position, because
state 4 is not preferred to state 9 for CO1, as shown
in Figure 6. Therefore, this move is not considered
a possible move for CO2. If the states are analyzed
one by one for each DM, similar moves-countermoves
simulation is conducted for every remaining state to
determine which possible and feasible moves each DM
from each state can count on.

Once the possible moves of the DMs, according
to their attitudes, are recognized, the solution concepts
introduced in Table 1 are used to carry out the stability
analysis. The solution concepts help the analyst
determine the type of stability for each state based
on the attitudes of DMs. The stability of state 9, for
instance, is assessed for both DMs in this scenario.
From CO1's point of view, no possible move exists
from state 9. According to the de�nition, this state
is Nash stable for CO1 and \RNASH" is written in the
CO1's stability, as shown in Figure 6. Also, because
CO1 has negative attitude towards CO2, all possible
moves beneath 9 have already been crossed out and
omitted. If the moves of CO2 are taken into account,
CO2 can only move from state 9 to state 4. In this
case, CO1 moves from state 4 to state 5, because
state 5 is preferred to state 9 for CO2. Therefore,
CO2 will choose to move to state 4, which is an

Figure 6. Stability analysis tableau with negative attitudes of DMs towards each other.
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unstable state for CO2. Thus, a \U" is indicated
below state 9 in CO2's stability row, as shown in the
bottom of Figure 6. Similar to the above explanation,
the stability analysis is carried out for the remaining
states for each DM in this case study and accordingly,
the type of stability for each state and each DM is
determined. The results of the moves-countermoves
simulation indicate that states 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, and
15 (indicated by \E" at the bottom of Figure 6) are
equilibrium states. It should be reminded that in
the �rst scenario explained above, di�erent equilibrium
states (6, 7, and 15) were obtained. This fact indicates
that any change in the attitudes of DMs will cause
corresponding change in equilibrium states resulting
from the stability analysis.

Scenario 3: DMs possess positive attitudes
towards each other. In the above discussions, the
DMs in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 had neutral and
negative attitudes towards each other, respectively. In
Scenario 3, a situation is considered in which both
DMs have positive attitudes towards each other while
the attitudes towards themselves remain positive. This
scenario is in contrast to Scenario 2 in terms of DMs'
attitudes and the goal is to examine the relationship
between changes in the strategic negotiation outcomes
and changes in the DMs' attitudes. The stability
procedure is explained in Figure 7.

Some moves are crossed out by an \X" according
to the DMs' positive attitudes (Figure 7). In order to
clarify why these states are crossed out in this scenario,
state 11 for CO1, as an example, is considered. Since
CO1 has a positive attitude towards CO2, only the
moves that bene�t both DMs are considered. CO1

can move from 11 to 7 and/or 6 since such moves
bene�t both DMs. However, moving from 11 to 8
will lower CO2's position in its state ranking and this
contradicts its attitude towards CO2. Thus, CO1 will
not consider moving to 8 and an \X" is written on
8 underneath 11 in CO1's state ranking. A similar
procedure is conducted for the remaining states in order
to determine the possible moves for each DM when
positive attitudes are governed.

Upon obtaining the DMs' attitude-based moves,
the type of stability for each state is determined in
terms of the attitudes of the DMs. As an example, the
stability of state 11 is assessed for both DMs. From
CO1's perspective, there are two possible moves from
11, which are 7 and 6. If CO1 moves from 11 to 7 or
6, CO2 cannot make a countermove, because 7 and 6
are Nash stable for CO2. Thus, state 11 is unstable
for CO1 and a \U" is written in CO1's stability row
in Figure 7. From CO2's perspective, the only possible
option is to move from 11 to 16. If this move takes
place, then CO1 cannot make a countermove from 16,
because 16 is Nash stable for CO1; as such, state 11
is unstable for CO2 and a \U" is written in CO2's
stability row in Figure 7.

Similar to the procedure explained for state 11,
stability analysis is conducted for the remaining states
in order to de�ne the type of stability for each state
and consequently obtain equilibrium states for this
scenario. The �nal resulting outcome of this attitude
scenario indicates that states 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 15,
and 16 (indicated by \E" at the bottom of Figure 7)
are equilibria or equilibrium states. It should be
noted that in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, di�erent
equilibrium states were obtained. This fact once again

Figure 7. Stability analysis tableau with positive attitudes of DMs towards each other.
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shows that the change in the DMs' attitudes causes
a corresponding change in the resulting equilibrium
states.

Step 6: Discussion of the results. In the pre-
vious steps, three attitude scenarios were considered.
In Scenario 1, the DMs possessed neutral (rational)
attitudes towards each other; in Scenario 2, the DMs
possessed negative attitudes towards each other; and
in Scenario 3, the DMs possessed positive attitudes
towards each other. In all scenarios, it was logically
assumed that the DMs maintained positive attitudes
towards themselves. The objective of this step is to
investigate and examine how changes in the DMs' at-
titudes during a complex dispute with dynamic nature
can a�ect the outcomes of dispute resolution process.
The resulting outcomes for the three attitudes scenarios
are summarized in Figure 8. The results indicate that:

1. When the DMs possess neutral attitudes towards
each other, states 6, 7, and 15 are a set of equilibria
(possible dispute solutions). They are fairly in the
middle of state ranking row for both DMs. Among
the three resulting states, one of them may be
mutually chosen by the DMs as the �nal solution
to their dispute;

2. Based on the dynamic situation of the dispute and
after some rounds of negotiation, the DMs may take
hostile actions against each other. In this situation,
the DMs decide to shift their attitudes towards each
other from neutral to negative and, as a result, the
solution states (e.g., states 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, and 15)
that represent more hostile solutions are obtained.
Comparing the sets of resulting states, it is observed
that the states 6, 7, and 15 are common between the
two scenarios. In Figure 6, it is also noticed that
the set of equilibria is slightly shifted towards the
right side where non-preferred states are ranked by
the DMs;

3. Now, if the situation of dispute turns to a more
helpful condition and the DMs try to better un-
derstand each other during the negotiation rounds,
then the DMs' attitudes towards each other turn
to be positive. In this condition, a set of equilibria
is reached that is relatively shifted towards the left
side of the DMs' state ranking, meaning that both
DMs prefer a solution to the conict, which is more
bene�cial for both of them. Among the three sets,
states 6, 7, and 15 are common;

4. With the increase in the number of resulting states
or the number of resolutions, the analyst (who
studies the conict in order to propose a solution)
is able to suggest a wider range of possible solutions
to the involved DMs;

5. With respect to the third scenario, when the DMs
possess positive attitudes towards themselves and
each other, it is observed that the hostility of some
outcomes (e.g., states 13 and 14) is mitigated;

6. In the case of positive attitudes (Figure 7), the
sets of solutions represented in both DMs' state
ranking rows are shifted from the right, i.e., the less
preferred states, to the left, i.e., the more preferred
states. In other words, the positive attitudes of
the DMs directly inuence the dispute resolution
outcomes, which is more preferred by the DMs;

7. Figure 8 highlights an important observation, that
is, the set of resolutions 6, 7, and 15 are the
only equilibrium states that are common among
the three attitude cases. The equilibrium states
6, 7, and 15 represent the most stable outcomes
of this real-life case study. In other words, three
stable states (as possible outcomes) are obtained
based on the stability analysis. They are stable
because, regardless of what types of attitudes (neu-
tral, negative, or positive) the DMs possess towards
each other, they appear as possible resolutions
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Three attitude cases and the corresponding resulting outcomes.
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Step 7: Recommendation of a tangible reso-
lution. Using the GMCR paradigm, the real case
study has so far been modeled and analyzed, and the
outcomes derived from the three attitude scenarios are
discussed. In this step, the involved DMs expect the
analyst to provide them with a solution that is easy to
understand, tangible, practical, and bene�cial for both
CO1 and CO2. According to this logical expectation,
the analyst examines all the resulting outcomes from
the three attitude scenarios and observes that states 6,
7, and 15 are the most stable states because, no matter
how the attitudes of CO1 and CO2 towards each other
change, these three states appear as possible solutions
to this dispute. Therefore, the analyst focuses more
on the three states. In a step forward to select one
�nal solution among these three possible solutions, the
analyst tries to understand what states 6, 7, and 15
exactly mean. As shown in Table 3, state 6 means that
CO1 takes the case to court (litigation), does not share
costs, and does not make the water treatment of the
reservoir and CO2 does not continue polluting the river
because it receives partial �nancial and technological
supports from other governmental agencies. State 7
means that CO1 does not take the case to court,
does share the costs of water remediation, and does
help water treatment, and CO2 does not continue
polluting the river because it receives partial �nancial
and technological supports from other governmental
agencies. State 15 means that CO1 takes the case to
court, does not share the costs with other stakeholders,
and does help treating water, and CO2 neither con-
tinues polluting the river nor receives partial �nancial
supports from di�erent agencies.

Among the three described solutions, state 7
seems the most reasonable solution that can be pro-
posed to the disputing parties in this case study. The
suggested solution mutually bene�ts both parties in
which the dam owner (CO1) does not take hostile
action by taking the case to court and tries to solve the
problem by sharing the costs and treating the polluted
water (positive attitude). In return, the upstream
province and its local communities along the Seymareh
River (CO2) not only stop polluting the river but
also arrange to construct facilities along the border of
the river to make water treatment (positive attitude).
Receiving �nancial support empowers CO2 to buy
and install water treatment facilities. Meanwhile, the
proposed solution contains some indirect bene�ts for
both parties such as saving extra costs and time by
the dam owner and the opportunity of job creation
for the province. It should be mentioned that the
recommended option is a resolution for the conict
at the strategic level, as GMCR provides DMs with
a guideline and suggests a direction in their negotia-
tion [13]. The mutually agreed-upon solution at the
strategic level can be further negotiated at the tactical

level in order to exactly determine who is responsible
for what part of the solution. More related details can
be studied in [26{30].

5. Conclusions

A novel negotiation methodology was presented in
this research for managing water and environmental
disputes that were very complex in nature. The devel-
oped methodology bene�ted from the unique feature of
taking into account decision makers' (DMs) attitudes,
which is a key factor in dealing with complex water
disputes. The methodology was developed within
the context of decision making at the strategic level
in which the Graph Model for Conict Resolution
(GMCR) was utilized for assisting DMs to arrive at the
best strategic decision, considering the DMs' compet-
ing needs, wants, interests, and attitudes. A real case
study was used to support the convenient application of
the proposed methodology in practice and to illustrate
the signi�cance and bene�ts of incorporation of DMs
attitudes in a negotiation methodology.

This research signi�cantly contributes to the im-
provement of managerial decision-making system by
meaningfully incorporating DMs' attitudes into a ne-
gotiation methodology. Thus, the importance of this
research lies in proposing an attitude-based negotiation
methodology as a conict management system. This
system assists DMs involved in complex water-related
disputes to become aware of the attitudes that are
needed in order to conduct the evolution of the conict
for more preferable outcomes and reduce the types of
attitudes that may result in unwanted consequences for
all stakeholders involved in the negotiation procedure.
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